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ABSTRACT 
The concem about the persistence of the US trade deficit has generated a lively debate over its causes and 
the role of exchange lales in resloring external balance, While sorne authors argue thal !he traditional 
adjuslmenl process Iinking !he behavior of fue trade balance 10 movements in the real exchange rate and the 
domestic and foreign incorne levels has worked, recent research has found no empirical evidence in support 
of a stable long-ron relationship between these variables, In tbis paper 1 use !he approach in Johansen 
(1988,1991) to tesl forcoiolegration between US bilateral trade balances, exchange rates and ¡neames during 
lhe floating periodo 1 also apply the testing procedure developed by Hansen (1992) to delect polenlial 
structural breaks in a cointegraling relalionship in lhe bilatelaltrade balance equations. The empirica! results 
indicate the following: (1) the presence of slable long-ron trade balance equations in a1l six models, (2) no 
significant evidence of slructural breaks, (3) lhe nominal eltchange rate has beUer explanatory power lhan 
lhe real rale, (4) the Marsha1I-Lerner condition is supported by the data, (5) the exchange rate is weakly 
exogenous in the Irade balance relationship and, (6) the traditlonal belief lhat trade balances adjust slowly 
to exogenous shocks Is confinned; bowever, Ute speed of adjustment varies significantly across bilateral 
mooels. 
RESUMEN 
La preocupación acerca del deficit comercial Norteamericano ha suscitado un animado debate sobre sus 
causas y el posible papel de una poUtica cambiarla para restaurar el equilibrio externo, Mientras algunos 
autores mantienen que el proceso de ajuste tradicional que liga el comportamiento de la balanza comercia1 
a las fluctuaciones en el lipa real de cambio y a los niveles de renta domésticos y extranjeros ha operado, 
recientes investigaciones empfricas no han podido encontrar evidencia de tal relaci6n ni siquiera en el largo 
plazo. En el presente trabajo utilizo el enfoque de Johansen (1988,1992) para contrastar la presencia de 
cointegración entre balanzas comerciales bilaterales Norteamericanas, el tipo de cambio y rentas durante el 
periodo de tipos de cambio flexibles. Utilizo 
también los contrastes de Hansen (1992) para detectar posibles cambios estructurales en las ecuaciones de 
coíntegración de las 
balanzas comerciales, Los resultados empíricos indican 10 siguiente: (1) la ex.istencia de relaciones estables 
a largo plazo en las seis balanzas bilaterales analizadas, (2) la ausencia de cambios estructurales 
Significativos, (3) el tipo de cambio nominal tiene mayor impacto en las balanzas comerciales que el tipo real, 
(4) la C(lndición de Marshall-Lerner encuentra apoyo en 10$ datos, (5) el tipo de cambio es exógeno en 
sentido débil en la ecuación de la balanza comercial y, (6) la creencia aceptada de que las balanzas 
comerciales responden lentamente a los shocks exógenos se ve confinnada, sin embargo, la velocidad de 
ajuste varía de foona significativa entre modelos. 
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1.- INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this papel is to investigate whether ar not a stable long run 
relationship between U .S. bilateral trade balances, eXchange rates and domestic 
and foreign ¡neorees has held during the floating periodo The role oí exchange rates 
in trade balance behavior is of primary ¡nterest. The paper studies how important 
exchange rate fluctuations are in explaining the long ron behavior oC the trade 
balance and whether or not exchange rates can be considered exogenous in suro 
a relationsrup. Both ¡saues are fundamental in a.sseBsing the impact oC exchange 
rate policies in the management oC trade imbalances. 
Over the years an extensive empiricalliterature has developed attempting to 
madel trade balance behavior. Exchange rates and real incomes have traditionally 
beeo considered the essential detenninants in the trade balance literature. In par~ 
ticu)ar, the estimation of mcome and price elasticities in the demand for importa 
and exports has been a primary objective. Such information is crucial in deter~ 
mining the effectiveness of exchange rate policies to correct trade imbalances or 
to better underatand the role oC the goods market in the international transmis~ 
sion of disturbances. Recently, the concern about the persistence of the U .S. trade 
deficit has generated a renewed interest in this literature. The debate has centered 
00 the causes of the deficit and the role of exchange rates in restoring externa) 
balance. Sorne authors, e.g. Krugman (1991) and Lawrence (1990), maintain tbat 
the adjustment process described in traditional trade balance models has worked 
and tbat the apparent lack of response of the U.S. trade balance to the drastic 
devruuation oC the dollar since 1985 haB been caused by the long lags in tbe ad-
justment process. Other authors, e,g, Baldwin (1988) and Baldwin and Krugman 
(1989), appeal instead to tbe notion of bysteresis to explain the persistence oí the 
U,S. trade deficit. Acoording to the hysteresis argument the )arge exchange rate 
fluctuations in the last two decades may have caused permanent changes in the 
structure of world trade. Fina.Uy, there are researchers who defend that there is 
no theoretical foundation for tbe existence of a stable relationship between the 
exchange rate and the trade balance. For example, proponents oC the equilibrium 
approach to exchange rates, e.g. Stockman (1987, 1990), argue that it is the nature 
oC shocks that determines whether a positive, a negative or independent relation 
will be observed between the exehange rate and trade balance movements. The 
different explanations suggest substantially different testable implications concern~ 
ing the long ron bebavior of the trade balance. The first argument implies the 
existence oC a stable long ron trade balance equatioo. On the contrary, the third 
argument would tend to reject the stability oí traditionally specified trade balance 
models. Finally, the hysteresis hypothesis implies that while traditional models 
may work structural breaks in the trade balance relationship should be detected 
over extended periods of time. 
Current econometrie knowledge suggests tbat the techniques used in past re~ 
search may not be appropriate for the analysis oí long run trade balance behavior. 
00 the one hand , exchange rates and incomes are usually assumed exogenous 
with respect to the trade balance, a tenuous assumption in a general equilibrium 
framework. 1 In addition, previous empiricaI analysis has oCten been performed us-
ing the levels of the relevant variables as regressors, even though these variables are 
typicalIy nonstationary.2 The potentiallack oí exogeneity and the nonstationarity 
of regressors are likely to induce substantial biases in the estimates of both the 
parameter values and the standard errors obtained with traditional econometric 
methods. 
It is only in ,thé last decade that appropriate econometric techniques to deal 
with nonstationary environments have been developed. Most useCnl among these 
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are the different methods to estímate long run relationships, such as cointegrating 
relationships, and tbeir appropriate short run dynamic representation, tbe error 
correction model (ECM). The new techniques bave been recently applied to the 
study of trade balance behavior¡ however, the results are still inconclusive. Clarida 
(1991), for example, finds evidence of stable behavior in U.S. aggregate imports 
over the last two decades. Similarly, Hickok, Hung and WulCekuhler (1991), using 
ratber large specifications to a.ccommodate demand and supply side factors, find 
stable U.S. import and export equations Ior tbe same periodo On the contrary, 
Yellen and Rose (1989) and Rose (1991) find no significant evidence oí atable 
long run bilateral and aggregate trade balance equatioos lor the U.S .. FUrther-
more, they find no short-ron and long-run exchange rate inftuences on the trade 
balance. These results are somewhat surprising in view oC the apparent positive 
co-movements between bilateral trade balances and exchange rates during tbe 
floating perlod as seen in figures 1-6. The faílure to find stable long ron trade 
balance eqnations may be explained in part by the choice oí techniques in testing 
COI' cointegration. For example, Yellen and Rose (1989) and Rose (1991) employ 
the Granger and Engle (1987) two step OLS procedure and the Stock and Watson 
(1988) principal components procedure. However, as described by Gonzalo (1991), 
these two approaches are among the least powerful to detect cointegration. 3 A 
second potential problem in both of these papers is the choice of variables. For 
example, the GNP deftator, which relies heavily on finished goods and ineludes a 
large proportion of nontradable services, is used to deBate nominal trade balances 
and to compute the real exchange rateo Finally, the sample period considered 
1960-1985 may have witnessed structural changes in the trade balance equation 
not on1y due to the change in exchange rate regime in 1973 but also due to the 
potential hysteresis in trade associated with the large exchange rate Buctuations 
during the floating period." 
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potential problems caused by third country effects this type of analysis requires the 
computation of composite (effective) exchange rates and world output measures, 
a procedure that is likely to introduce Iarge measurement errors. Comparatively, 
bilateral trade data in developed countries is likely to contain less measurement 
errors.6 The use of bilateral data also avoids the problems associated with trade 
in commodities such as oH and agricultura! products. 
The empirica! analysia yielda the following resulta. First, I flnd a stable 10ng-
run specification of the trade balance equation in all six bilateral modela. In 
the long-ron specifications the nominal exchange rate exhibita better explanatory 
power than the real rate. The Marshall-Lemer condition is upheld by the data, 
with exchange rate elasticities in the the neighborhood of unity. In addition, the 
exchange rate appears to be weakly exogenous in most bilateral realtionships. In-
come elasticities tend to be higher than previously reportcd and often the cquality 
between the domestic and foreign income elasticities cannot be rejected. Finally, 
the traditional belief tbat trade balances adjust slowly to exogcnous shocks is 
confirmedj however, the apeed of adjustment varies significantly across bilateral 
models. 
The paper ia organized as follows. In section 2, alternative theoretical founda· 
tions Ior the trade balance equation used in the empirical analysis are presented. 
The choice oí variables is also discussed in this aection. In section 3, I present a 
brief description of the econometric techniques used in the study. Section 4 be-
gina by describing the data and the atrategy used in the scarch for an appropñate 
specification of ~~e long run behavior of the trade balance. The main results are 
then presented r3flowed by an analysís oC structural breaks. Finally, section 5 dís· 
cusaes the results, formulates sorne recomrnendations and describes {uture arcas 
of research. 
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n.- THE TRADE BALANCE EQUATION 
The benchmark trade balance equation estimated in the paper is a linear 
version of the general expression, 
TB=TB(R,Y,Y'), (1) 
where T B is a measure of the trade balance in real terms, R ia some measUfe of 
relative prices (e.g., the real exchang:e rate), and Y (ye) is a measuce oC domestic 
(foreign) real incorne. An equation like (1) is at the core of almost all empírical 
models of the trade balance.? It is often derived froro a two country vermon oC the 
imperfect substitutes model in which the demand and supply for domestic exporta 
and imports are assumed to be a function of relative prices and incornes. More 
recentlYl Clarida (1991) has shown that under certain asaumptions a similar trade 
balance equation can be derived in the context of a two (nondurable) goods version 
of a representative agent, permanent ¡neome model. ConsequentlYl equation (1) 
can be intcrpreted as an equilibrimn (structural) relationship. However, it ia not 
a reduced form equation since as indieated earlier relative prices and incomes are 
not necessarHy exogenoua. If the Marshall-Lerner condition holda, the long ron 
price elasticity of the trade balance is expected to be positive. The signa oC the 
domestic and Coreign income elasticities, on the contrary, are less clearly defined. 
If incorne changes affect primarily the demand side the domestic income elasticity 
of the trade balance is expected to be negative while the foreign ¡ncome elasticity 
is expected to be positive. Conversely, iC income changes reOect supply side effects 
the signs may be reversed as in the perfect substitutes version of the model. 
A potential problem in sorne recent studies is the choice of variables to repre· 
sent the trade balance and relative prices. Two different real measures of the trade 
balance are considcred in the present study. The first one is the nomina! trade ba!· 
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anee deflated by the U .S. Wholesrue 01' Producer Price Index. Following cornmon 
practice the nominal trade balance is measured as the difference between bilateral 
domestic exports and imports. 8 Ideally, under the imperfect substitutes assump-
tion, separate import and export price indexes should be used to compute trade 
volumes. However, very few countries have reliable import-export price data.9 For 
example, there i8 good information about Japan and Germany's export prices, al-
though in the U.S. good quality data has been available onIy sinee the mid--eighties 
(BLS series). Wholesale prices, on the other hand, are coUected universal1y with 
mum more accuracy. This index reflects more precisely manges in finished as 
well as intermediate industrial national produds. Consequently it constitutes a 
better deflator than either, GNP deflators 01' the epI. In fact, for those developed 
countries where both export and wholesale price data exists, differences between 
the two tend to be small,l° Finally, whether one deBates imports with the local 
wholesale price index 01' with the foreign wholesaJe price index (after appropriate 
conversion of import values to foreign eurrency units) makes no difference for the 
results. The second definition of the trade balance volume is the logarithm of the 
export-import ratio. Following Clarida (1991), the equatian regressing lag im-
ports against log income and lag relative prices can be interpreted as a structural 
impart demand equation. Thereíore, subtracting the import demand equations 
for the two countries leada to a trade balance equation in whieh the dependent 
variable is our variable ol choice. Furthermore, this specification oí the trade gap 
has the advantage of allowing for the estimation oí long-ron income snd price 
eIasticities as well as a unit free measure of the trade balance speed of adjustment. 
\VhoJesale pnces are also used in the computation oC the real exchange rateo For 
future reCerenc~~the real exchange rate ia defined as R = Sp· /P I where S i5 the 
bilateral nominltl exchange rate and p. / P is the ratio oC the foreign t~ domestic 
wholesale price in,dieea, hereafter refered to as the relative price indexo 
7 
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Equation (1) la a static representation of the trade balance. In the presence oC 
market imperfections and/or adjustment eosts such as transportation costs, inven-
tory costs, and information and contractual cost typical in international business 
transactions, the trade balance is likely to adjust slowly to relative price and iDcome 
ruangea. ll For example, the adjustment process in the trade balance íollowing a 
significant exchange rate change, the J-curve effeet, has received substantial at-
tention in the literature and has been referred to as a potential explanation for 
the persistence of the U.S. trade deficit. Consequently, the behavior oí the trade 
balance ia best captured in a dynamic setting by incorporating lagged valUe5 oí 
all the relevant variables ioto equation (1). Under the assumption that tbe ex-
planatory variables can be represented by a. finite autoregressive process, the joint 
dynamic behavior oí the system will be appropriately captured by a VAR process. 
111.- ECONOMETRIC METHODOLOGY 
Let H t be a (kx1) vector of 1(1) variables whoae dynamic behavior is captured 
by the following autoregressive model: 
(2) 
where the ls are IINk (O, E). The previous system can be rewritten in first dií-
ferenced form as: 
(3) 
where 
(i ~ 1, ... ,p -1), 
and 
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The variables in H are said to be cointegrated if there is a linear combination oí 
them, pH, that lS 1(0). P lS known as the cointegrating vector. If the system H 
ia cointegrated, then the rank(D)=q < k, and tbere exist (kxq) matrices a and f3 
such that TI = ap'. q is the dimension oC tbe spoce oC cointegrating vedors {J, and 
the a'.s are the vedora oC adjustment coefficients. In most cases q will be 1 and 
there i8 a unique coiotegrating vector represeoting a stable long run relationsrup 
between tbe variables in H. Jobansen (1988) has developed a maximum likelihood 
procedure based on canooical correlation theory to estimate these coefficients. 
He also provides the mathematical foundation to conduct statistical tests in tbis 
nonstationary environment. The estimation metbod is as follows: 
1.- Estimate (3) by OLS to determine p using a multivariate lag selection critería. 
2.- Regress AHt 00 A.Ht- 1, AHt_2, ... ,AHt_p+1 and aave tbe residuals Rol. 
3.- Regress Ht_1 on AHt_1, AHt_2, ... , AHt_p+t and save tbe residuals Rkt. 
4.- Tbe estímate oC P is the vector corresponding to the first canonical variate oC 
Rkt with respect to Rot. 
The estimation procedure i8 simple to implemento First, one solves the equation 
where SIj = T-1 ~=1 RilRJt, (i,j = 0, k) .12 The estimate oC 13 is the eigen-
ventor e associated witb the largest eigenvalue, appropriately normalized so tbat 
e'Skke = 1. The adjustment coeflicient is theo estimated as a = SOkP, The 
ordered eigenvalues ..\1 > ... > ..\k play an important role io the testing Cor coin-
tegration ~ well as io the testing of parameter restrictions. Two statistics are 
" available , test for cointegration. They both help determine the rank oC n. The 
first statistic (MAXEIG) tests the unconditional significance oC individual eigen-
values. The second statistic (TRACE) tests the conditionru significance of the 
ordered eigenvalues, for example, ln > O given ..\n+t = An+2 
9 
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Asymptotic critical values Cor these statistics are available in Osterwald-Lenum 
(1990)¡ however, because oC the small sample sizes used in tbis empírical study 
and the potential síze distorsions io the coíntegration statistics arisíng from the 
lag length choice in the ECM, appropriately adjusted critical values have beeo 
computed. The relevant adjusted ctítical values are presented in tablea 7 and 8. 
They were obtaioed from 5000 replications under the oull of 00 cointegratioo. 1 
used samples with 75, 50 and 30 observations and the EC models were estimated 
with 01 1 and 41ags. Restrictions on the a' 8 and p' 8 can also be easily tested com-
paring the eigenvalues from the constra.ioed and unconstrained modela tbrough a. 
likelihood ratio test. 13 F\lttbermore, under tbe null of cointegration these statistics 
are distributed asymptotically as a X2. 
It is common practice in many sturues to deal summarily wíth the dynamic 
specification oí the error correction modeI. There are severa! reasons why a corred 
specification of the ECM is important. First, ií the ECM lag length is underesti-
mated the parameter estimates will be inconsistent and the behavior oC the ooio-
tegratíon statistics will be unreliable. Second, a parsimonious representatíon oC 
the dynamic behavior oC the system may reduce potential multicollinearlty prob~ 
lems that usually diminish the significance of the error correctioo term ,8H t - 1 . 
FinaliYI overparametrized EC models, such as those intended to capture seasonal 
components, may produce severe size distorsions in the cointegration statistics in 
small samples. For example, io a simulatioo exercise using a sample size oC 75 
observations, roughly the typical sample size in trus empírical analysis, the critical 
values associated with tbe 95% quantiles in the asymptotic distríbutions tabu-
lated in the literature, e.g. Osterwald-Lenum (1990), induced a rejection oí tbe 
null of no cointegratioo more than 20% oC the time when the ECM was estimated 
with four lags. The size distorsioo increased with the dimension oC the system 
and with smaller sample sizes. To address these concerns 1 have used a seasonal 
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dummy rather than a seasonal lag and the critical values used in the paper are 
sample size and ECM lag length adjusted. Finally, the lag specification i8 further 
checked using a statistic proposed by Hosking (1980) (HSK). The Hosking statia-
tic ia a multivariate extenaion oí the better known Ljung-Box atatistic applied to 
univariate time series. It ia distributed asymptotically as a X2 , with the degrees 
oí Creedoro beiog determined by the dimension oC the system, k, the number oí 
lags estimated io the error conection model, p, as weU as the number of lagged 
correlatioo matrices used to compute the statistic (8 in the paper). 
While the theoretical foundations for the analysis oí structural brealca in sta-
tionary environments have long becn establiahed, the theoretical foundations re-
quired to analize structural breaks in non-stationary environments are stiU in 
their early stages. Just recently, the Journal 01 BUJincJ" & Economic Stati.stic" 
devoted its entire July 1992 ¡ssue lo trus lopie. 1 íollow Hansen'a (1992) article in 
that volume to test Cor 8tructural breaks in a cointegrated relationship. Hansen's 
method also provides an estimate oí the potential break point. Hansen derives the 
asymptotic distribution oí íour different Lagrange multiplier tests for parameter 
instability. The firsl; statistic, FTt , tests the nun oí no structural breaks against 
the alternative oí a known break point in the sarue spirit as the traditional Chow 
test. The second atatistic, F'UPI is the maximum of the FTt statisties over all 
possible break pointa (r E (0,1). In practice the range oí potentíal break points 
i8 limited to a subset, e.g. {.15,.S5]. Tberefore, the F,ap statistie is designed to 
have power against the altemative oí a. unknown single break point. The other two 
atatistics} Fmll!<ln (the aample mean oC the FTf values over all possible break pointa) 
and LCI are d~,gned to ha.ve power agRinst the alternative tha.t Qne or several pa-
rameters in th~ cointegrating vector follow a martingale process. This alternative 
more aecurately captures parameter cbanges tbat take place over time rather than 
instantaneous changes. The interested reader ia directed to Hansen's paper for 
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a detailed derivation oí the statistics and a sample 01 their tabulated asymptotic 
distributions. As with any novel econometric technique, the finite sample perfor-
mance oí the statistics la atilllimited and the resulta should be ioterpreted with 
cautioo. Gregory and Nason (1991), Cor example, have studied their size and power 
in a cointegrated linear quadratic adjustment model. The simulation experiments 
indicate a reasonable performance. u. 
IV.- EMPIRlCAL ANALYSIS 
IV.l· Data Sources and Description 
Since the focus oí the paper ia on long run re1ationship 1 have used quarterly 
data. The sample extenda from 1973:1 to 1991:4 íor a total oí 76 observations. 
Nominal U.S. imports and exports were obtained from the Citibase data tapes. 
The nominal exchange rate is the end oí the first month obaervation in each quarter, 
taken Crom the International Financial Statistics (IFS). Ui Wholesale prices and real 
GDP figures were also obtained from the IFS. The price variable for Franee ia the 
GDP deflator since no comprehenaive measure of wholeaale prlces lS available Cor 
the complete sample. 
IV.2- General Methodology 
A unified approach is used in the analysis ol all six: bilateral models. First, 
1 estimate the benchmark trade balance equation (1) that ineludes the natural 
logarithms oí the real exchange rate (RXRT), tbe domestic real income (DRY) 
and the foreign real income (FRY) as explanatory variables. The U.S is tbe do-
mestic country. However. in only two of the bilateral models are the variables 
in the benchmark specification cointegrated and with the proper parameter signa. 
The lack of cointegration appears to contradict clear graphical evidence of a strong 
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correlation between the trade balance and sorne of the individual explanatory vari-
ables, especiaUy the nominal excbange rate. The graphical evidence suggests that 
the assumption of zero degree bomogeneity of the trade balance with respect to 
the individual components of the real exchange rate may not be appropriate. In 
addition, there is evidence in the benchmark regressions that the domestie and 
foreign income trade balance elasticities are either statistically insignifieant, e.g. 
the variables do oot beloog in the eoiotegrating relationship, or they have ap~ 
proximately the same value. Consequentiy, alternative specifications of the trade 
balance equation were estimated. The alternative speeifieations are obtained from 
the benehmark medel by a) decomposing the real excbange rate ioto two sepa-
rate variables, the nominal exchange rate (NXRT) and the relative príee iodex 
(DWPjFWP), b) eornbining the domestie and forcign incorne levels ioto a single 
variable, the relative iDoome level (FRY!DRY), wbenever tbe equality between 
domestie and foreigo ¡necme elasticities canoot be rejeeted and, e) dropping from 
tbe trade balance equation al} tbe variables tbat are not fundamental to the coin-
tegrated relationship. Tbe objective ia to derive tbe most parsimonious repre-
seotation of a stable long run trade balance equation. This specifieation wiU be 
referred to as the preferred trade balance equation. There are several reasoos why 
a reduction in the dimensionaUty of the EC model may be desirable. First, for a 
given sample size, the power oí the eoiotegration test will decrease with the di-
mension oí the system. For example, if both ¡necme levels belong in the long ron 
!rade balance equation and the ineome elasticities are equal, the rejedion oí the 
null of no cointegration will be stronger (higher significance level) in the reduced 
system that ¡neludes the l'elative ineome levels than in the system that ineludes 
, 
the ineorne le~JIs separately. Seeond, even thougb asymptotically the addition oí 
1 
¡rrelevan! (noñ'stationary) variables to a ecintegrated system wiU not affect the 
performance of the cointegration tests, as these redundant variables will be as-
signed a zero weight in the eointegrating vector, in finite samples the power of the 
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tests may be seriously redueed due to the nonstationary noise of the redundant 
variables. 
To find tbe appropriate specification for the long run trade balance equation 
1 follow an incremental approach. In tbe fust step, the poteotial cointegrating 
relationship between the trade balance and the real exebange rate is tested. [f 
cointegration i8 found and the eointegrating vector has tbe approprlate signs tbe 
search stops as we bave found a specification tbat explains 1he long run behavior 
of the trade balance that ls consistent with tbe theory. Otherwise, we continue 
the specification search by deeomposing the real exehange rate into the nominal 
exehange rate and the priee index ratio and examining their individual and joint 
long run effects on the trade balance. In tbe potential case that both variables 
are separately eointegrated with the trade balance the choice between the two is 
determined by the following criteria.16 First, choose the variable tbat is exogenous 
to the aystem (a. positive or an insignificant adjustment coefficient). H botb vari~ 
ables are eitber exogenous or endogenous choose tbe one tbat provides tbe best tit 
as measured by 8.Il R 2 •11 If no reasonable cointegrating vector i8 found then real 
ineornes are added under two alternative settiogs. First, under tbe assumption 
that ¡Dcome elasticities have tbe sarue magnitude. Second, under the assumption 
that they are different. In the latter case tbe equality restriction on the elasticities 
is formally tested vía a likelihood ratio test, LRTy• 
Beeause oí their similar cointegrating behavior only results for the seeond 
version of the model are presented. The specification oí the trade balance in the 
second version offers a more straightforward interpretation oí the parameter es-
timates as long run elaticities. AU the bilateral models are well characterized by 
an ECM of order 1 with the addition of seasonal dununies. The specifieation is 
further checked with a Hosking statistie (HSK) oí order 8. Beeause of the oomplex-
14 
¡tíes in computing tbe degrees of freedom only the percentile oí the appropriate X2 
distribution is presented. As a measure oí goodness oí fit a.n R2 i5 also provided. 
Note that since Johansen's approach does fiat require an ex-ante normalization 
of the cointegrating vector to estímate the ECM the R2 can be negative. Tbis 
is usua.lly an indication that the variable either does not belang oc ia exogenous 
in the cointegrating relationship. Tables 1-6, provide estimates for the cointe-
grating vector (normalized by the trade balance coefficient) and the coefficients 
oí adjustment, 0:'. The adjustment coefficents are normalized as to capture the 
per period percentage adjustment in eaeh variable to the deviation from itB long 
run value. The coefficient should be negative. A positive or insignificant adjust-
ment coefficíent indicates that the variable is weakly exogenous in the context oC 
the trade balance relationship. The tables also present the values for Johansen's 
MAXEIG and TRACE statistics to test íor cointegration. An indication is made 
wheo more than ooe cointegrating vector is found. lo addition, various likelihood 
ratio type statistics are computed to test for zera restrictions on the individual 
alphas, LRTcu and betas, LRTfJ' A zero value Cor a particular coefficient in the 
cointegrating vector indicates tbat the corresponding variable does not belong in 
the cointegrating relationship. A zero value for a particular adjustment coefficient 
indicates that the corresponding variable is not responsive to the temporary de~ 
viations from the equilibrium relationship. Under tbe null tbat the restriction is 
true and that a cointegrating relation exits between a1l or some oí the variables in 
the system the statistics wiIl be distributed asymptotically as X~l) • 
Foltowing the cointegration analysis of tbe six bilateral models, 1 study the 
possible presen~ of structural breaks in tbe trade balance relationsbip using the 
approacb deve1~ped by Hansen (1992). The statistics are computed for two dif~ 
ferent specifications: the traditional trade balance equation (1) and the prefel'l'ed 
equation selected in the speclfication search. Tbe information provided ¡neludes 
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the va}ues oí the F"up, the FmeaR and the Le statistks and the break point esti-
mate from F,up. I also provide a pIot of the F values for al) possible break points 
in the [.15,.85} triromed sample. The break point estimate is used to divide the 
full sample into two subsamples. The oointegration analysis is repeated íor each 
subsample, provided they contain 30 or more observations. 
IV .3~ Bilateral Results 
Canada 
Table 1 presents the results for the Canadian bilateral model. The benchmark 
trade balance equation (1) shows no evidence oí cointegration. The TRACE and 
MAXEIG statistics are respectively 32.27 and 18.71, both oí whích are below the 
50% significance level. Furthermore, the R2 for equation (1) is negative. Conw 
sequently, the analysis proceeds according to the incremental approach suggested 
earlier. The trade balance and tbe real exchange rate aloo íail to be cointegrated. 
However, both the nominal exchange rate and the relative price index are sepa~ 
rately cointegrated with the hade balance although the relative price coefficient 
has the wrong signo Trus simultaneous eointegratioD result is not surprising as 
the the nominal exchange rate and the relative price index are themselves cointew 
grated at approximately the 95% level oí significance witb the nominal excbange 
rate appearing to be exogenous in that relationsrup. In addition, the R2 in the 
model with the nominal rate is .45, significantly larger than in the model with the 
relative price index where it is only .09. Consequently, the nominal exchange rate 
is the variable incorporated into the trade balance equation. The introduction of 
the real incomes ioto the equation brings the significance level oí the cointegration 
statistics below the 90 percentile partIy due to the loss oC power associated with 
the increase io tbe dimensionality of tbe system. In tbat equation, the equality 
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restriction between the domestic and income elasticities is rejected. Furthennore, 
when the restrlction is imposed the coefficient in the cointegrating vector associ-
ated with the relative income variable is not statistically significant. Therefore, 
the preíerred trade balance equation ¡ncludes ooly the nominal exchange rate as 
an explanatory variable. 
The value of the TRACE statistic in the preferred model is 18.04, very clase 
to the 95% adjusted critical value oí 18.67. The MAXEIG statistic is 16.57, which 
is larger than the 95% adjusted critica! va!ue of 15.71. The exchange rate elasticity 
of the trade balance is positive at 0.96 and statistically different fram zero. The R2 
for the trade balance equation is .45 and the Hosking statistic (HSK) corresponds 
to the 40th percentile oí the appropriate X2 distribution. The most surprising 
result is that both adjustment coefficients are negative and statistically significant, 
indicating that both the trade balance and the nominal exchange rate adjust to 
the temporary deviations from the long run relationship. The speed oi adjustment 
in the exchange rate is quite low with only 9.58% of the deviation ajusted each 
quarter. The trade balance seems more resposive in its adjustment but still a 
mere 17.21% of the gap is adjusted each quarter. The results are consislent with 
the observed lagged response of the trade balance to exogeoous exchange rate 
changes.18 
France 
Table 2 presents the cointegration results ior the U.S.-France bilateral mode!. 
The TRACE and MAXEIG statistics for the benchmark equation are 63.64 and 
34.42 respectivqJy, both well aboye tbe 95% adjusted critical value. The elasticities 
/~ 
are a11 significañt and their signs are consistent with the predictions oi the imper-
iect substitutes model. The domestic income elasticity is larger than ihat of the 
foreign country. FUrthermoret the likelihood ratio test LRT" strongly rejects the 
17 
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equaJity of the two coefficients. The R 2 for the estimated long run relationship is 
.69 and the Hosking statistic, HSK, is at the 46 th percentile of the corresponding 
X2 distribution. Even though the results are satisíactory it is still necessary to 
test the zero homogeneity oi the real exchange rate components. When the real 
exchange rate is decomposed into the nominal rate and the relative price index 
the strong signs of cointegration are still presentj however, two new features ap-
pear. First, the relative price variable can be exeluded troro the equation since the 
LRTp is not statistically significant. Second, the equality between the foreign and 
domestic ¡ncome elastlcities can no longer be rejected. Therefore, the preferred 
specification ¡neludes the nominal exchange rate and the relative income levels 
as explanatory variables. The TRACE and MAXEIG statistics in the preferred 
model are 49.90 and 28.76, well aboye the 99% adjusted critical values of 40.33 
and 28.03.19 The exchange rate elasticity ls .67 and the relative income elastic-
ity is 3.62, both values significantly different from zero. Despite the reduction in 
the dimeosion of the system the R2 increases to .74 while the Hosking statistic, 
HSK, is now only at the 22nd percentile. The trade balance is the only apparent 
endogenous variable in the system with a highly significant adjustment coefficient 
oC .57; that ¡s, more than halí oí the deviatioo from the equilibrium trade value is 
adjusted each quarter. 
Germany 
The results for the U.S.-Germany relationship are presented in Table 3. The 
benehmark roodel shows no signs oi cointegration¡ nevertheless, this specifieation 
has a good deal of explanatory power with an R2 oC .66. When the specifica-
tion incremental approach is implemented neither the real exchange late nor its 
separate components seem to exhibit any explanatory power in the trade balance 
equation as every R 2 is negative. That leaves only the two real incomes as po-
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tential explanatory variables. The significance level oí the cointegration statistics 
increases when the trade balance equation only ¡neludes the income variables. 
Furthermore, the equality of the income elasticities cannot be rejeeted as in the 
benchmark model. Therefore, the preferred specifieation has as sale explanatory 
variable the relative income level. The TRACE and MAXEIG statistics in the 
preferred model, 15.01 and 13.07 respectively, are slightly below the 90% adjusted 
critical. value. The R2 is still high at .59 and the Hosking statistic is a.t the 54th 
percenti1e.20 The relative income elasticity, 7.81, is large but consistent with the 
imperfect substitutes model. An interesting featme is that while the equation has 
substantial explanatory power tbe trade balance seems to be exogenous or has a. 
very small spced of adjustment. Tbe coefficient oí adjustment is negative at •. 095, 
but is not statistically significant. Only relative incomes scero to respond to ex. 
ogenous trade balance sbocks, in particular, tbe German income variable scems to 
be the most sensitive of the two. 
naly 
The results for this bilateral model, in Table 4, are very similar to those in the 
US-France relationship. The TRACE and MAXEIG statistics Cor the benchmark 
model are 54.10 and 28.94 respectively. The first statistic is aboye the 95% adjusted 
critical value while the second i8 significant at the 90% leve!. The elasticities are all 
significant and their signs are consistent with tbe imperfect substitutes model. The 
domes tic income elasticity is larger than that oC the loreign country. Furthennore, 
the LRTIJ statistie strongly rejeets the equality ol these coefficients. The R 2 for 
the estimated ll~g run relationship is .73 and tbe Hosking statistic is at the 88th 
percentile. As i'ii the US·France model it is the nominal exchange rate variable that 
is able to better explain the long run behavior oC the trade balance. When the real 
rate is replaced by the nominal rate tbe equality between the foreign and domestie 
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income elasUcities can no longer be rejected. Therefore, the prelerred specification 
ineludes the nominal exchange rate and the relative income levels as explanatory 
variables. Tbe selected model retain8 its strong support for cointegration with 
TRACE and MAXEIG statistic values of 49.43 and 28.29 weU aboye the 99% 
adjusted critical values.21 The exchange rate elasticity is 1.84 and the relative 
ineome elasticity i8 10.78 both signifieantly different from zeto. The R2 increases 
to .77 while the Hosking statistie is now only at tbe 97th percentile.22 Tbe trade 
balance is the only apparent endogenous variable in the system with a highly 
significant adjustment coefficient ol .44¡ that is, elose to a hall ol the deviatioo 
from the equilibrium trade balance level is adjusted ea.ch quarter. 
Japan 
The cointegration results lor the Japanese mode! are presented in Table 5. 
The variables in the benchmark equation are not cointegrated. Furthermore, tbe 
R2 in this model is negative. The trade balance i8 not cointegrated with either the 
nominal or the real exchange rate. lo addition, the exchange rate elasticity has the 
wrong sign.23 Ooly when the real exchange tate is decomposed ioto the nominal. 
tate and the relative price do the elasticity signs become consistent witb the theory. 
However, the system sUD ShOWB no signs of cointegration. Finally, the relative 
income level is added to the Cormer specification. The TRACE and MAXEIG 
statistics lor the model that ¡neludes the nominal exehange rate, the relative price 
index and the relative income level are 50.27 and 27.15. The first value is larger 
than the 90% adjusted critical value while the second is only significant at the 
80% level. The elasticity estimates are all statistieally significant, have reasonable 
values and the proper sign8. The income elasticity is 5.25 and the exchange rate 
elasticity is 1.44. Furthermore, the R2 is .47 and the Hosking statistic corresponds 
to the 17th percentile oí the appropriate X2 distribution. A striking Ceature of the 
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model is the seemingly exogenous behavior of the trade balance. The coefficient 
oC adjustment for the trade balance is -.06, negative but statistically insignificant, 
indicating a very slow trade balance adjustment. OnIy the relative price index 
see~a to be reaponsive to the deviations !rom ita long run values. 
U nited Kingdom 
Table 6 presenta the resulta for the U.S.-U.K. bilateral model. The elasticity 
estimates in the benchmark model are aatisfactory and have the proper signs. The 
explanatory power is moderate with an R2 of .29. However, the TRACE and 
MAXEIG statistics faH to reject the null of no cointegration. Of a1l the trade 
balance specifications attempted the bivariate model involving the trade balance 
and the nominal rate is the onIy one where the cointegration results are marginally 
satisfactory.24 The TRACE and MAXEIG statistics for the preferred trade balance 
equation are 15.51 and 13.68 respectively. The firat value is not Car from 16.30, the 
90% adjusted critica! value, while the second is significant at that percentile. The 
exchange rate elasticity is 1.10, is statistically significant and has the appropriate 
signo The R'l is moderate at .19 and the Hosking atatistic va!idates the chosen 
ECM specification at the 53rd percentile. Both the trade balance and the exchange 
rate appear to be endogenous with significant adjustment coefficients. The trade 
balance adjuatment coefficient is .19 and the exchange rate adjustment coefficient 
ia .14. Therefore, trade balance and exchange rate adjustments are relatively slow. 
Summary oC Results 
The previ4ta analysis indicates that except for France and Italy the bench-
'$ 
mark equation '1s not an appropriate characterization oC the long ron behavior oí 
the trade balance bebavior since the real trade balance is not cointegrated with 
the real exchange rate and the domestic and foreign real ¡ncomes. However, when 
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the real exchange rate ia divided iuto ita two integral components, the nominal 
exehange rate and the relative price index, then the teade balance ia cointegrated 
with a subset of tbe explanatory variables in aU aix instances. Despite the relative 
low power of the tests the null oí no cointegration is rejeeted at the 5% level of 
significance in three cases (Canada, Franee and Italy) and ia rejected at the 10%-
15% level of significanee in the remaining bilateral models. The estimated long 
run elastidties in the preferred specification have signa that are always consistent 
with the imperfect substitutes modelo 
Except Cor tbe bilateral model with Germany, the exchange rate always con-
tributes signmcantIy to tbe long ron movements of the trade balance. FUrther-
more, it 15 not the real but the nominal exchange rate that bests explains the long 
run behavior. The exehange rate elasticities are always positive and their values 
oscillate between 0.67 and 1.44, the latter value corresponding to the Japanese 
bilateral model. In four of the six preíerred trade balance specifications (France, 
Germany, Italy and Japan) the income levels are part of the equation. In faet, 
in all four models the equality oí the domestie and foreign income elasticities lS 
never rejected. The income elasticity values osciUate between 3.6 and 7.8, and are 
generally aboye prevíously reported elasticities values. 
The traditional assumption that trade balances respond slowly to exogenous 
sbocks is conmmed. In all the bilateral models the trade balance coefficient of 
adjustment (a) is negatíve. For two of the models, Germany and Japan, the 
coefficient ia so small that it is atatistically insignificant. In the Canada and U.K. 
models tbe speed oí adjustment is less tban 20% per quarter. However, in the 
bUateral models with France and ltaIy the speed of adjustment increases to a 50% 
quarterly rateo Note that these two modela also exhibit the strongest cointegration 
signs. The nominal exchange rate appears to be adjusting to deviations from its 
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long run value in two cases only, Canada and U.K., but at a Cairly slow pace. 
Relative income levels seem to exhibít an exogenous behavior in the trade balance 
equation, with the exception of the German model where the German ¡ncome level 
appears to be the variable responsible for that adjustment. 
IV .4- Analysis oC Structural Breaks 
Table 7 presents the resulta from the analysis of structural breaks. Tbe statis-
ties F.up, Fme,m, Le, and the break point estímate are computed for both the 
benchmark and the preCerred specification oí the trade balance equation. The 
asymptotic critical values tabulated in Hansen (1992) are al50 presented at the 
bottom of the table. In addition, Figures 7-9 present the plots of tbe F-values 
corresponding to each possible break point in tbe [.15,.85j trimmed sample for all 
six bilateral models. 
The different tests seem to find little evidence of struetural breMs in the U.S.-
Canada data. Even though the values are well below the appropriate significance 
levels tbey appear to indieate a potential change around 1982. ConsequentIy, the 
analysis was performed for both the pre and post 82:1 subsamples. The explana-
tory power of the trade balance equation is greater in the second subsample where 
in addition to tbe nominal exchange rate, income leveIs forffi pad of tbe selected 
specification. A peculiar feature of the bilateral model with Canada was tbe en-
dogeneity of tbe excbange rate in tbe trade balance equation. To investigate the 
stability of this feature tbe preferred trade balance equation was estimated using 
,1 
a rolling sampl~!lof 8 yeara. While tbe coefficient of adjustment for the excbange 
,§ 
rate changes tbroughout the sample, it is always significantly differe~t from zero. 
The consisteney in the endogenous bebavior of the exebange rate throughout the 
sample may be a reflection of the sustained management of the excbange rate on 
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the part oC the Central. Bank of Canada. 
The Fm .... n and Le statisties in the French bilateral model suggest the pCe5ence 
of sorne form of change. Tbe estimated break pojnt is somewhere in the 86-
87 periodo However, since the F . .up statistie is below tbe appropriate critica! 
value, the ehange appears to be progressive rather than drastico In faet, tbe 
pIot of F-values suggests 1981 as the possible beginning of the change. Several 
equations were estimated for the pre and post 81:1 subsamples. As in tbe previous 
case, the expIanatory power of the trade balance equation is greater in the second 
subsample where, unlike the full sample results, the equality restriction between 
income elasticities can now be rejected. The foreign income elasticity is slighUy 
larger than the domestic ¡neome elasticity, botb values increasing over the fuIl 
sample estimates. The exchange rate elasticity, on the contrary, decreases slightly. 
In the German bilateral model all tbe statistics fail to reject the nuH of no 
structural breaks. The break poiot estimate is 88:1 which may be capturing the 
potential effeets of the German unification in 1989. When tbe last three years oC 
the sample are dropped results barely change from tbe full sample case. However, 
unl.ike the full sample results the real exchange rate is no langer irrelevant in the 
explanation of the long ron bebavior oí tbe trade balance. The real exchange rate 
elasticity in the 73:1-88:1 subsample is .519 and tbe income elasticity is 7.840. 
The TRACE and MAXEIG statistics are 39.003 and 24.463 respectively, both 
significant at the 5% pereent level. The n2 of the regression ia .762. Both the 
trade balance and the relative incomes are endogenous with a speed of adjustment 
coefficient of .329 and .306 respectively. There is no evidence of strutural brealts 
in the U.S.-Italy model. The pIot with the F-values suggests the presence of 
two potential break points, 81:4 and 86:2. Tbe model was reestimated for two 
overlapping subsamples, 73:4-86:2 and 81:4-91:4. The estimates do not differ 
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aeross subsamples and are similar to tbe full sample results. The significanee of 
the cointegration statistics decreases marginally, leaving only one cointegration 
vector. 
The analyais oC structural breaks shows a very significant rejection of the null 
in the Japanese modelo However, trus result has to be interpreted with cautioo 
as the estimated break point is at the end of the sample. Tha preferred trade 
balance equation was reestimated for the 73:1-88:4 sample. The elasticities and 
the cointegration statistics ¡ncrease in value. The TRACE and MAXEIG statistics 
are able to rajec! the null oC oointegration at the 10% and 5% significance levela 
respectively. However, the R2 falla to .323. The analyaia failed to produce any 
substantive result in the British model. However I unlike the Canadian case, the 
endogeneity of the exchange rate unveiled in the full sample results seem to be 
more the influence of the first part oC the sample. The rolling regressions show an 
exogenous exchange rate behavior aCter 1985. 
v.- CONCLUSIONS 
The peraitence of the U.S. trade balance deficit in apite oC the drastic dollar 
devaluation after 1985 has generated a lively debate over its causes and cures. The 
persistence oí the deficit has led numerous autbors to argue tbat tbe traditional 
determinants of trade balance bebavior, exchange rates and incornes, are no longer 
sufficient to explain recent events. Autbors such as Krugman (1991) and Lawrence 
(1990) maintain instead that the adjustment process embodied in traditional trade 
balance modelstas worked. However, there is Httle empírical evidence to support 
that claim. Recent work by YeUen and Rose (1989) and Rose (1991) has failed to 
find a stable long ruo relationship between the trade balance and its traditional 
determinants. Furthermore, their results also indicate that the exchange rate plays 
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no significant role in explaining trade balance behavior. 
In the present paper I have reexamined the empírical evidence in support for a 
atable long run relationship betweeo U.S. bilateral trade balances, exchange rates 
and incornes during the floatíng periodo I have also examined the relevance oí ex-
change rate fluctuations in explaining the long run behavior oI the trade balance 
and whether or not excbange rates can be considered exogenous in such a relation-
ship. Both issues are fundamental in assessing the impact oC excbange rate policies 
in tbe management of trade imbalances. The paper differs from previous research 
in severa! aspects. Firat, 1 use the maximum likelihood approach suggested by Jo--
hansen (1988, 1991) to test for cointegration. Johansen's approach also provides 
estimates oí tbe long ron elasticities and the trade balance speed of adjustment. 
Second, I conduct a specification search to determine an appropriate characteriza-
tion of the long run bebavior oC the trade balance. Finaliy, 1 use Hansen's (1992) 
approach to test for parameter stability in a cointegrated relationship and to esti-
mate potential break points. The six bilateral relationships studied in tbe paper 
involve the U.S. and its major trade partners: Canada, France, Germany, !taly, 
Japan and Ihe Uniled Kingdom (Ihe G-7 group). 
The empirieal results indicate the presence oI stable long ron trade balance 
equations in all six models, however, cointegration results are weakest for the U.S.-
J apan model. In most bilateral models, the specification that bes! explains tbe 
long run behavior of the trade balance ¡neludes the exchange rate and the ¡neome 
levels as explanatory variables. The empirica! analysis also shows no significant ev-
idence of structurru breaks in the selected hade balance equations. There is sorne 
indication of slow changes in the U.S.-Franee bilateral relationship during tbe 
earIyeighties. In addition, the cointegration results for the German and Japanese 
bilateral models improve marginally when tbe last three years of the sample are 
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dropped. In general, I find that the nominal exchange rate has bet ter long run 
explanatory power than the real exchange rateo This result is not surprising given 
the strong correlation between tbe two rates and the diffieulty to obtain appro-
priate import-export price measures. The long rlW exchange rate elasticity is in 
the neighborhood of one, white the ¡ncome elasticities, whose signs are always 
consistent witb the imperfect substitutes trade model, vary aeross countries and 
are usually larger than previously reported estimates. In additioD, the equality 
between the domestic and foreign ¡ncome elasticities is seldom rejected. The ex-
change rate and ¡ncome levels can be generally asswned exogenous in most hade 
balance equations. Finally, trade balances are found to adjust slowly to exogenous 
shocks, where tbe speed of adjustment varies significanUy across bilateral models. 
The results in trus papel' suggest that the position advocated by Krugman and 
Lawrence has a solid empírical foundation. Traditional trade balance equations 
such as those derived from the imperfect substitutes roodel of trade are sufficient 
to explain the long run behavior of the trade balance. The íaet that the exchange 
rate can be considered exogenous with respect to the trade balance and that the 
Marshall-Lemer condition holds in the long run indicates tbat economic polides 
designed to moderate exchange rate fluctuations wHI be suecessful in managing 
external imbalances between jndustrialized countries. However, the lags in hade 
balance adjustroent require between one and two years before the full effects oí 
a devaluation may be feIt. The results also indicate that phenomena such as 
hysteresis in trade or "pa5s-through" effects seero to play only a small role in 
the explanation oC the long run behavior of the trade balance as the estimated 
• ~j 
equatloDs are st.IJ.ble throughout the sample. 
t 
Tbis study has concentrated on U.S. bilateral relationships with other in-
dustriaLized countries. It was argued that the bilateral data is less likely to be 
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polluted with measurement errors and it avoids the idiosynerasies oC trade in com-
modities. While trade in manufactures has béen considered the IIprimary interface 
between the U.S. and the world economy" (Lenz, (1992», U.S. trade imbalances 
with developing countries have also contributed to the present deficit. Therefore, 
in future research 1 plan to analyze aggregate trade balance behavior. In addition, 
I also plan to consider the separate anaIysis oí import and export behavior. It is 
expected th8t sucb an analysis will provide a better understanding of the role of 
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FOOTNOTES 
1 Even in partía! equilibrium approaches 8uch 65 the portfolia balance madel 
oí exchange rate determination or the imperfect substitutes model oí trade the 
exchange rate canoot be taken as exogenous. 
2 Occassionally, detrended series are used in the analysis. However, trua 
method oí eliminating the nonstationarity of the series is likely to induce a spurious 
correlation between the detrended variables. 
3 In addítion, as indicated in Pbillips and ounaris (1990), these two techniques 
may suffer from a normalization problem as results may depend on the choice oí 
dependent variable in the OL5 regression. 
4. See, for example, Deyak et al. (1989) for sorne evidence 00 changes in trade 
balance behavior across exchange rate regimes. 
s For example, Rose and Yellen (1989) found no additionru explanatory power 
when the effective exchange rate was added to the trade balance equations. These 
resulta are consistent with earlier work by Rousslang and Parker (1984) who found 
very small estimates of cross-price elascities in import demand equations. 
6 See, for example, Walter (1991) for an analysis of quality issues coneerning 
the U.S. rnerchandise trade statistics. 
1 See Goldstein and Khan (1985) and Bryant et al. (1988) for comprehensive 
surveys of the empiricalliterature. 
8 An altemative definition involves the difference between foreign and do-
mestic bilateral imports. Import data i5 generally considered oI superior quality 
because of customs collection procedures. However, moat countríes usually list c.i.f 
figures that ¡nelude ¡nsuranee and transportation costa. In addition j foreign data 
on domestic exporta ia likely to also reflect collection 1agB. Except for Canada, 
both measures oI the trade balance are very similar. The differences between 
Canadian import data and U.S. export data may be caused by the large amount 
of small transactions across the border. 
, 
9 The more:itommonly available unit value indexes are Dot satisfactory mea-
" suras. See, for example, Alterman (1991) and references therein. 
10 For example, during the 1985-1991 period the inHation differential between 
the two series was a mere 1.7% in the U.S. and 0.1% for Germany. However, in 
31 
Japan that difference was a significantly larger 10.5%. 
11 See Gagnon (1989) for a recent discussion of trus ¡ssue. 
12 The solution is easily obtained with the help oí a standard eigenvalue 
routine by solving the equivalent problem 1 . \1- C-lSkOS(jJSokC-l', = O, with 
C being the Cholesky decomposition of Skk, such that ce' = Skk. 
13 Consider the restriction P = Hp, where p is the cointegrating vector un-
del' restrictions and H is the appropriate transformation matrix. The eigenvalues 
of tbe system under restrictions can be easily calculated solving IAH'SkkH -
H'SkOS;:SOkHI = O. In the presence oí only one cointegrating vector, the like-
lihood ratio statistic for the hypothesis P = Hp is of the form LRT = Tln~, 
where Aí and ..\1 are the restricted and unrestricted largest eigenvalues respe~­
tively. A similar but slightly more complicated procedure can be used to test 
restrictions on the a's, such as non-zero restrictions. 
u 1 would like to thank Gregory and Nason for provimng me with the com-
puter programs used in theír papel'. 
15 The analysis has been also performed with the quarterly average oí daily 
rates. The parameter estimates are not affected by that choice. However, because 
oí the lower variability in the average measure the signi6cance of the cointegration 
statistics decreases marginally. 
16 For example, under certain conditions such as purchasing power parity the 
nominal exchange rate and relative price indexes may be cointegrated. Therefore 
if one of the variables is cointegrated with the trade balance the other lS also likely 
to be. 
17 If hoth variables were to be ineluded in the equation more than one coin-
tegrating vector is likely to appear. Inference and testing in a multidimensional 
cointegrating space may be subject to an identification problem. 
18 An interesting {eature in the results {or the benchmark model is the sign 
oí both ¡ncome elasticities, a positive domestic income elasticity and a negative 
íoreign incorne elasticity, a result more consistent with the perfect substitutes 
model than with the more traditional of imperfect substitutes. 
19 There are also strong signe of a second cointegrating vector. This may 
reflect the fact that the trade balance and the nominal exchange rate are índepen-
dently cointegrated. 
32 
20 A graphical analysis shows the two time series to be very strongly corre-
lated. However, the co--movement seems to be weaker after 1987. 
'll As in the US-France madel there are also strong signs of a. second eointe-
grating vector. 
2'l Severa! lag specifieations were altempted witb no success. However, the 
residuals from each individual equation are approximately white noise. 
23 This probably reflects the faet that despite the yen appreciation in the last 
few yeara the U.S. trade balance with Japan has worsened. 
24 A visual inspection of the time series graphs suggests a strong correlation 




ECM = U.S.-CANADA 
73:1 - 91:4 
Benchmark 'I'tade Balance Eguation 
Variables: TB, RXRT, FRY, DRY 
R:J = -0.124, %HSK = .764 
Parameter Estimates 
TB RXRT FRY DRY 
P 1.000 -2.316 +5.537 -6.438 
LRT,8 4.999 7.599 7.857 7.452 
LRT)' 4.508 
• -0.[49 -0.063 -0.073 -0.093 LRTO' 6.074 1.614 1.481 1.365 
CointegratioD Tests 
q • 3 2 1 
TRACE 
MAXEIG 
1.632 6.004- 14.201 33.178 
1.632 4.371 8.197 18.977 
Preferred nade Balance Eguatian 
Variables I TB, NXRT 
R 1 = 00454, %HSK = 0402 
Parameter Estimates 
TB NXRT 
fJ 1.000 -0.963 
LRTp 14.259 12.378 
Q -0.172 -0.096 









ECM : U.S.-FRANCE 
73:1 - 91:4 
Benchmark TradA Balance EguatiDD 
Variables: TB, RXRT, FRY, DRY 
R2: = 0.688, %HSK = .464 
Parameter Estimates 
TD RXRT FRY DRY 
P 1.000 -0.806 -3.958 +4.712 
LRTp 13.312 13.005 6.404 8.139 
LRT,.. 10.136 
• -0.456 +0.037 +0.031 -0.167 
LRr. 9.158 0.386 0.719 6.966 
Cointegration Tests 
q 4 3 2 1 
TRACE 
MAXEIG 
1.221 8.462 29.222 63.645 
1.221 7.241 20.760 34.423 
Preferred Trnde Balance Eouation 
Variables: TB, NXRT, FRY/DRY 
R 2: :::: 0.739, %HSK :::: .244 
Parameter Estimates 
TB NXRT FRY/DRY 
P 1.000 -0.671 -3.621 
LRrp 12.741 11.954 6.848 
• -0.571 +0.035 -0.093 LRTa 9.622 0.451 1.813 )1 




3 2 1 
5.345 21.141 49.904 
5.345 15.796 28.763 
TADLE 3 
ECM : U.S.-GERMANY 
73:1 - 91:4 
Dencbmark TradA Balance Eguation 
Variables: TB, RXRT, FR,Y, DRY 
R2: ::::0.657, %HSK:::: .332 
Parameter Estimatea 
TB RXRT FRY DRY 
P 1.000 -0.336 -8.249 +7.970 
LRT.lI 7.919 0.979 7.378 7.815 
LRT,.. 0.500 
• -0.146 +0.016 -0.244 -0.066 LRTa 1.568 0.586 5.355 1.036 
Cointegration Testa 
q 4 3 2 1 
TRACE 
MAXEIG 
0.268 8.174 21.897 44.160 
0.268 7.907 13.722 22.263 
Preferred Trade Balance Eguation 
Variables: TB, FRY /DRY 
R' = 0.586, %HSK = .642 
Parameter Estimates 
TB FRY/DRY 
P 1.000 -7.812 
LRT.lI 10.249 10.168 
• -0.095 -0.217 









ECM I U.S.-ITALY 
73:1 - 91;4 
Benrhmark fiada Balance EquAtinD 
Variables: TB, R.XRT, FRY, DRY 
R3 = 0.728, %HSK = .877 
Parameter Estimatea 
TB R.XRT FRY DRY 
P 1.000 -1.270 -3.998 +6.022 
LRT,8 10.123 9.618 4.663 6.446 
LRTy 10.148 
a -0.323 +0.028 -0.054 -0.057 
LRT. 9.628 0.134 2.460 1.396 
CointegratioD Tests 
q • 3 2 1 
TRACE 
MAXEIG 
0.824 6.548 25.153 54.096 
0.824 5.724 18.605 28.943 
Preferred TrDde Balance Eguation 
Variables: TB, NXRT, FRY jDRY 
R 2 = 0.768, %HSK = .973 
Parametel' EstÍPlates 
TB NXRT FRY/DRY 
P 1.000 -0.90. -4.282 
LRT,8 12.841 11.371 6.501 
a -0.438 +0.011 -0.034 







3 2 1 
5.714 21.136 49.430 
5.714 15.362 28.295 
TABLE5 
ECM : U.S.-JAPAN 
1311 - 91:4 
Benchmark Trade Balance Ea1latiQD 
Variables: TB, RXRT, FRY. DRY 
R 2 = -4.227, %HSK = .115 
Parameter EsUmates 
TB R.XRT FRY DRY 
P 1.000 -3.402 +0.846 -2.126 
LRT¡I 0.364 1.353 0.016 0.023 
LRTy 0.029 
a -0.053 -0.001) -0.004 -0.001 
LRT. 3,377 0.011 •• 103 0.072 
CointegratioD Tests 
q • 3 2 1 
TRACE 2.155 100408 24.066 43.134 
MAXEIG 2.155 8.253 13.658 19.068 
Preferred Trade BaJance Eguatiog 
Variables: TB, NXRT, DWP/FWP. FRY/DRY 
R3 = 0.465, %HSK = .165 
Parameter E8tÍlnates 
TB NXRT DWP/FWP FRY/DRY 
P 1.000 -1.443 +5.694 -5.255 
LRT,8 12.509 6.250 12.512 9.589 
a -0.060 +0.101 -0.283 -0.041 
LRTa 0,414 3 .• 99 12.835 0.089 
CointegrBtlon Tests 
q 4 3 2 1 
TRACE 2.638 8.982 23.124 50.210 
MAXEIG 2.638 6.344 14.143 21.146 
TABLE 6 
TABLE 7 
ECM : U.S.-U.K. 
73:1 - 91:4 
UilDrnWUU li:lIde: BlIluDi:11' E!l1j!!itj!m 
NVAR NOBS LAGS 50% 80% 90% 95% 97.5% 99% 
V8l'iablea I TB, RXRT, FRY, DRY O 7.816 11.336 13.470 15.585 17.370 19.758 
R 3 = 0,292, %HSK = .671 30 1 8.365 11.983 14.401 16.556 18.594 20.945 
4 11.174 16.201 19.531 22.499 25.222 29.229 
Parameter Eatimatea O 7.718 10.921 13.126 15.246 17.235 19.627 
50 1 8.207 11.751 14.066 16.003 18.293 20,447 
TB RXRT FRY DRY 2 4 9.251 13.397 16.016 18.511 21.037 23.707 
O 7.686 11.071 13.117 15.362 17.115 19.504 
P 1.000 -0.860 -4.905 +4.623 75 1 7.930 11.306 13.544 15.711 17.929 20.806 
LRTp 6.079 2.519 3.862 5.215 4 8.535 12.223 14.522 16.835 18.969 21.246 
LRTy 0.162 O 7.527 10.768 12.912 14.900 17.065 19.194 
400 1 7,497 10.832 12.947 15.050 16.757 19.090 
a -0.318 -0.Q70 -0.008 -0.045 4 7.694 10.996 12.992 14.869 16.821 18.822 
LRT. 6.425 1.325 0.010 1.371 
O 13.586 17.792 20.335 22.797 25.543 28.495 
ComtegratioD Teata 30 1 15.384 20.128 22.923 25.562 28.658 32.217 
4 3 2 1 4 27.298 36.671 42.496 47.686 52.494 60,493 q O 13.177 17.300 19.943 22.362 24.113 27.379 
TRACE 0.788 11.513 23.698 42.310 50 1 14.174 18.739 21.612 24.303 26.435 29.057 
MAXEIG 0.788 10.725 12.185 18.612 3 4 17.738 23.160 26.534 29.800 32.589 36.711 
O 13.096 17.124 19.668 21.730 23.713 26.567 
75 1 13.651 18.021 20.856 23.054 25.217 28.028 
4 15.689 20.421 23.542 26.129 28.867 32.808 
Preferred Trade BallUlce EguatioD O 12.652 16.508 18.904 21.074 22.893 25.752 
V8l'iables : TB, NXRT 400 1 12.955 16.936 19.275 21.545 23.620 26.135 
R 3 = 0.191, %HSK = .531 4 13.200 17.240 19.114 22.153 24.118 26.509 
O 19.595 24.579 27,451 30.067 32.581 35.723 
Parameter Estimates 30 1 23,477 29.571 33.241 36.659 39.697 43.150 
TB NXRT 4 80.918 109.193 128.875 147.242 168.901 187.675 
O 18.836 23,472 26.173 28.526 30.966 33.632 
P 1.000 -1.100 50 1 20.765 25.770 28.708 31.530 34.4.63 37.004 
LRTp 9.115 10.938 4 4 29.682 37.145 41.815 45.811 49.439 53.448 
O 18.611 23.142 25.899 28.354 30,457 33.500 
a -0.193 -0.142 75 1 19.752 24.758 27.838 30,428 32.946 35.412 
j LRTa 5,438 8.880 4 24.212 30.520 34.231 37.399 40.112 44.166 
JI O 17.828 22.160 24.783 27.136 29.155 32.135 
,;¡ 
Cointegration Tests 400 1 18,478 22.867 25.378 21.870 30.147 33.330 .(. 4 19.008 23.580 26.531 29.111 31.515 34.566 
q 2 1 
TRACE 1.829 15,507 NVAR: Number ofVariables in the System 
MAXEIG 1.829 13.678 NOBS: Sample Size 




CRlTICAL VALUES TESTS FOR STRUCTURAL BREAKS 
'13:1 - 91:4 
NVAR NOBS LAGS 50% 80% 90% 95% 9'1.5% 99% 
O 9.716 13.805 16.316 18.835 21.073 23.770 Begcbmark lIade Bala!)!:e Eguªtlon 
30 1 10.326 14.636 17.373 19.765 22.384 25.438 
(k_4) 
4 13.515 19.497 23.505 27.113 29.907 34.479 
O 9.569 13.525 15.993 18.182 20.306 23.383 Break 
50 1 10.140 14.406 16,952 19.373 21.214 24.356 F.up Data Fmean L. 
2 4 11.330 16.167 19,493 22.344 24.614 27.829 CANADA 
O 9.516 13.506 16.028 18.369 20.744 23.331 7.674 81:3 3.282 0.454 
75 1 9.832 13.828 16,302 18.667 20.991 24.304 
FRANCE 12.742 67,3 6.876 0.730 
4 10.499 14.834 17.629 20.015 22.524 25.249 
GERMANY 6.037 88: 2 3.304 0.162 
O 9.393 13.208 15.663 17.953 20.078 23.517 
ITALY 9.366 81: 4 5.692 0.295 
400 1 9.363 13.228 15.690 18.072 20.080 22.997 
JAPAN 40.362 88: 4 5.059 0.279 
4 9.573 13.531 15.695 18.049 20.129 23.074 
U.K. 7.106 79: 2 3.624 0.300 
O 21.459 27.326 30.847 34.012 36.972 40.191 
30 1 24.440 30.552 34.334 37.783 41.168 45.869 
4 42.368 55.152 62.478 69.212 76.212 84.017 E:[~f¡¡:l:[~d l'bult.:: Bt!hml:l: EQ'UdioQ 
O 21.045 26.594 29.904 32 .. 881 35.707 39.425 
50 1 22.354 28.664 32.306 35.395 38,478 41.709 
3 4 27.650 35.527 40.568 44.387 47.961 52.535 (k) F.up a .... F"'e .... L. 
O 20.739 26.394 29.256 32.107 34.579 38.040 
Dat .. 
75 1 21.622 27.532 30.995 33.785 36.442 40.330 CANADA (2) 7.194 76 :4 3.547 0.343 
4 24.638 31.121 35.287 38.886 42.296 47.286 FRANCE (3) 7.291 86: 1 4.041 0.326 
O 20.109 25.389 28.709 31.525 34.479 37.216 GERMANY (2) 2.062 61,3 0.844 0.095 
400 1 20.563 25.977 29.102 32.060 34.773 38.027 ITALY (3) 8.214 86: 2 4.276 0.418 
4 20.897 26.537 29.501 32.597 35.285 38.703 JAPAN (4) 10.272 11 ,4 5.127 0.376 
U.K. (2) 5.568 86: 2 2.018 0.247 
O 38.312 45.702 49.957 53.827 57.315 60.811 
30 1 45.442 54.243 59.641 64.378 68.897 74.928 
4 145.823 184.694 207.786 228.522 246.846 273.499 
O 36.685 43.871 47.914 51.178 54.724 58.790 
50 1 40.279 41.894 52.428 56.441 59.990 63.633 TESTS FOR STRUCTURAL BREAKS 
4 4 57.387 69.145 75.310 81.107 85.580 92.135 ASYMPTOTIC CRlTICAL VALUES 
O 36.262 43.229 47.255 51.174 54.212 58.350 
15 1 38.702 45.790 50.095 54.042 57.592 62.823 
,; 4 46.959 56.262 61.420 66.247 71.293 17.266 F.up Fwean L. ;f O 34.909 41.650 45.229 48.280 51.539 55,432 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=2 lc=3 k=4 k=2 k=3 k=4 
Fe' 
.;:. 400 1 35.971 42.721 46.751 50.079 53.024 56.878 90% 
4 36.945 44.182 48.380 52.023 54.864 58.168 
10.6 13.0 15.3 3.73 5.18 6.66 .450 .556 .680 95% 12,4 14.8 11.2 4.57 6.17 7.68 .575 .690 .834 
NVAR: Numbet oC Variables in the System 
NOBS: Sample Size 
LAGS: Number oC Lags in the ECM 
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